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WITH SEASUCKER, ANOTHER ROD HOLDER IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE 
 
 

When the bite is hot, everyone wants to get out onto the water. Too 

often, there's a lack of rod holders to hold all the gear or none at all, i f it 's 

a watersports boat. Even if there's a sufficient number, they're frequently 

in the way of the action. With SeaSucker's Single, 2- and 3-Rod Holders, 

it 's easy to bring along another rod and place it where it 's most convenient. 

They mount in seconds and securely store expensive tackle out of the way, 

even in rough seas. 

Made in the USA, SeaSucker Rod Holders feature the company's 

innovative Vacuum Mount technology. Far more than a mere suction cup 

that begins to lose its grip as soon as it's applied, they deliver massive 

hold. The Single and 2-Rod Holders come with a 4.5" SeaSucker that holds 

120 lbs. The 3-Rod Holder has a 6" version with an astonishing 210 lbs. of 

holding power. 

Non-marking SeaSucker Rod Holders install in seconds on any clean, 

non-porous surface, including textured and curved. Once positioned, the 

integrated pump button with power indicator is pressed several times. 

Removal is just as fast: a tab on the SeaSucker breaks the vacuum seal. 

Each SeaSucker Rod Holder slides onto and secures to a lightweight 

5", 12" or 16" aluminum track, for the single, two- and three-rod models, 

respectively. The 16" track is pre-dril led and countersunk for installing a 

second Vacuum Mount for additional strength. 
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Built for a marine environment, only 316 stainless steel hardware is 

used on the Rod Holders. The SeaSucker's rubber is UV-stabilized for five 

years for maximum durability. 

SeaSucker's Single Rod Holder is $60; the 2-Rod Holder is $90; and 

the 3-Rod Holder is $135. An additional 6" Vacuum Mount is $68. 

Additional SeaSucker Rod Holders are available for specialty applications, 

such as heavy-duty trolling, holding a fly rod or mounting to a SUP. 

Contact SeaSucker, LLC, 1912 44th Ave E., Bradenton, FL 34203. 

941-900-1850. info@seasucker.com; www.seasucker.com; 

www.facebook.com/SeaSucker; www.instagram.com/seasucker; 

www.youtube.com/user/SeaSuckerVideos.  

 


